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Update on P1588e (YANG for 1588-2019)

- P802.1ASdn has a formal dependency on P1588e
  - Imports P1588e YANG module as its foundation
- 2021: P1588e D0.1
  - Draft creation, 1st ballot, and comment resolution
  - Excellent comments, but no major changes
  - Assumption: Relatively stable, so can start P802.1ASdn
- Now: P1588e D0.2
  - 2nd ballot ends April 15, 2022
  - Comments welcomed from 802.1 members: see last slide here
P802.1ASdn D0.1 Task Group Ballot

• Starting shortly after this plenary meeting

• Complete from editor's perspective
  • Includes UML, conformance, etc... no major 'to-do' work
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